Ford f150 heater core

Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Heater core leakage begins with the subtle aroma of
antifreeze and evolves into a small wet spot on the driveway. By the time you have coolant on
the pavement there is no way around it. Back in the day, on older Ford F-Series trucks, heater
core placement involved going up under the dashboard and removing the heating and
air-conditioning unit. Dashboards, which were preassembled on rotisseries, were installed in
the vehicle via an installation fixture and a couple of assembly workers. This approach made
vehicle assembly easier and quicker. Heater cores have always been a weak spot in Ford
vehicles for various reasons, including excessive cooling system pressure and volume, which
has been improved in production via the use of heater hose restrictors between the engine and
heater core. Heater core replacement in the F-Series, Expedition, and Lincoln Navigator involves
removal of the dashboard to where it can be disconnected and swung away from the HVAC unit
bolted to the firewall. Some technicians have managed to unbolt the dashboard and swing it out
far enough to gain access to the HVAC unit. Others disconnect the steering column and remove
the entire dashboard for easier access. It is suggested you use genuine Motorcraft parts where
possible, which are available from Rock Auto, in your heater core replacement, including
cooling system hoses, which have the factory-style quick connections at the firewall. Not all
aftermarket replacement heater hoses have this restrictor. Sources Summit Racing. More
Photos View Slideshow. By Jim Smart. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Top 10
Supercharger Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip
Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I
prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party
partners of Trucktrend Network. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our
terms of use. Do you have the same problem? Disconnect the negative battery cable. Drain and
recycle the engine coolant. Disconnect the coolant hoses at the heater core tubes. Remove the
glove compartment. From inside the passenger's compartment, remove the 7 screws that
secure the heater core access cover to the plenum chamber. Disconnect the vacuum source,
but leave the vacuum harness connected to the cover and remove the cover. Remove the heater
core. To install: Installation is the reverse of removal. Replace any damaged sealer. If you have
AC the system will need to be vacuumed down and recharged. Please let us know if you need
anything else to get the problem fixed. Do I need it or can I just tap it in plug? My heater core
failed so I bypassed it. Was this answer helpful? If plastic you will have to replace it which may
mean the whole manifold. Image Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? Thank you. Let me
know if it helps. I have attached pictures to help, but I have to be honest, it isn't a fun job.
Remove the driver's side quarter trim panel. Detach the electrical connectors on the auxiliary air
conditioning and heater assembly. Disconnect the heater core hose couplings. Remove the
evaporator case drain hose. Remove the pin-type retainer. Remove the three bolts and remove
the auxiliary air conditioning and heater assembly. To install: The installation is the reverse of
the removal. Let me know if you have additional questions. Joe Images Click to enlarge Was
this answer helpful? My question is exactly which two hoses two I connect together to bypass
this. Can you send me a diagram on exactly which two hoses that I need to use. In fact it's not a
repair. However, if you need to temporarily bypass, there are two heater hoses that run to the
heater core and are attached at the firewall. Basically, you eliminate one of them and connect
the one hose at both locations on the engine. Thus, the coolant just circles in the hose and the
heater core is eliminated. Keep in mind, you will have no heat and the defroster will not work
well enough to defrost the windshield; therefore, this is an emergency repair only. No previous
odor or fogging problems, just happened all of a sudden. Is this the heater core for sure, or
could it be a hose going to core. Also, is this a big job on this vehicle. Inspect the hoses under
the hood going through firewall. If OK, continue the inspection behind the dash within the cab. If
hoses are OK then replacement of heater core will be necessary. Pretty long job, about 8 hours
for experience shop to do this. Would you like replacement steps? See attached. How to replace
a 98 F Heater Core? Do you. Here is instructions and diagrams below to show you how to
replace your heater core. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. My rear intake heater hose
pipe broke flush at the intake. Guess you could tap into it if you can find one for that size and it
is not plastic. Okay, but do I need to have that pipe for the heater core or might as well plug it if
my heater core is bypassed? Image Click to enlarge. You need it because one of the hoses to
the radiator connects to it. As well as the sensor in picture. Thank you very much for help
someone told me that I did not need it and to just plug it up. Glad we can help, please use
2CarPros anytime. How to replace a heater core in a Ford F 4x4 5. Here is what I was able to get
for you. Joe Images Click to enlarge. I am looking at bypassing the heater core on my F, I am
told that this is a simple procedure and will stop the leaking from the heater core. Hi: there are
no pictures of this because it's not a normal repair. On the way home from work, noticed a
strong odor of antifreeze and windows fogged inside cab. How to renove and replace Was this

answer. The heater core is removed from inside of the vehicle, make sure the water is drained
before taking out and have a pan so any water left in the heater core can drain into it so it does
not get your floors wet. See attached Was this answer. How much labor time to replace the
heater core? Also do I have to replace the door that open and closes for ac and head? Also do I
have to take the steering c olum down? And the dash all the way out of the car? I should take an
experience person 7. It maybe a good idea to replace the blend door while you in there. If you
having trouble with heating and cooling coming out the vents try looking up "heater treater".
They provide service kits that take much less time to repair broken doors inside the air
condition box. On the F and Explorers I''ve dropped the steering column on the driver seat and
removed the dash. I take more time fighting the air condition box with the dash in your way and
it makes it a much cleaner repair to do heater core remove and replace. The blend doors in the
air condition box are a common failure for breaking. If you have any more questions feel free to
reply. I have the same problem as another member I read about on your site. I am trying to
access the heater core and am finding it very tough to remove the dash in order to do this. I
have been unsuccessful in finding any drawings that would indicate key bolts or screws. Where
might I be able to obtain this information? Here is what you need to replace the core. Check out
the diagrams Below. Please let us know what happens. Please login or register to post a reply.
Related Heater Heater Core Content. Heater Core? Step by step guide on how to replace an
automotive heater core, though each car is different in complexity, these steps outline the basic
procedure. Heater Core Leak Replacement? Heater Core Replacement? Heater Core Diagram
And Replacement? Replacing Heater Core? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Be
the first to write a review. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. With
CPP you can fix your car or truck properly and still have money left in your pocket! Our parts
will look and fit just like parts from the dealer, so your car or truck will look new again. We
accept returns on items for a period of 30 days from the date of purchase. All product and
packaging must be in new and unused resalable condition. Shipping is non-refundable.
Electronic items are not returnable. To initiate a return, please contact us for an RMA number.
RMA's can take up to 2 business days to generate. Returns without an RMA number will not be
accepted. If your item s were lost or damaged during shipping, after 30 Days for Domestic
Shipments and 45 Days for International shipments Insurance regulations , we will file a claim
for a full refund a signed statement from the buyer is required. Items will be shipped same day
or by next business day unless otherwise noted , depending on the time of day the sale closes.
Depending on the item s you purchase and the location to which the items will be delivered,
different shipping methods are available. At checkout, you will be prompted to choose a
shipping method. Shipping costs are based on the shipping method that you choose. Your total
shipping charges will automatically compute during checkout prior to the completion of your
order. Our goal is to provide unique top quality automotive products to consumers and
business alike. We carry everything from hi-tech G2 Brake Caliper Paint to durable Chrome
Wheelskins, not to mention literally thousands of hubcaps Many of our products are right here
for auction on eBay, for purchase in our ebay store or available from our company website. If
this auction is not what you are looking for please feel free to email us with your questions
through eBay's Messaging System. If you have any questions concerning this item, or any of
the other high quality automotive parts and accessories we offer here on eBay please feel free
to contact us through eBay's Messaging System. This e-mail is constantly monitored so you
can be sure your questions will be answered promptly and courteously. If you would rather
speak to someone in person over the telephone we will be happy to field questions concerning
this item, or any of the other high quality automotive parts and accessories we offer here on
eBay. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy
returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:.
What does this price mean? You save:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:.
Mundelein, Illinois, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to

Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only.
The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to
complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility
information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2
is recommended. Free 48 State Shipping on Most Products. All sales are final for International
orders. Please let us know if you have any questions! Overdrive has been in the automotive
parts industry for over 15 years. All Rights Reserved. Shipping and handling. The seller has not
specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Change country: -Select- United States There are 1 items
available. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH I would be checking to see if you have flow through the
heater core. You can do this by feeling the heater core heater hoses and see if there both warm.
Also some vehicles have a heater control valve so make sure that is working correctly as well
as your HVAC system. Ok then if I find them both warm then does that mean I have flow thru
heater core.? And if 1hose hot and 1 cold or warm big temp difference then no flow thru core.
Lastly it could be a problem with the blend door inside the HVAC, this is a door that switches
airflow so that you can have cold or hot air, if there is a problem with this door it can also cause
no or low heat. Thanks for info. Appreciate any info. Make the other checks first however. Home
Topic ford f heater core. October 19, at am Tony Participant. How do I know if my ford f heater
core is clogged or broken? Viewing 9 replies - 1 through 9 of 9 total. No just engine heat. Ac
works great. But also my ac works very good. October 19, at pm EricTheCarGuy Keymaster.
October 20, at am You must be logged in to reply to this topic. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Premium aftermarket
replacement parts for Ford and Lincoln vehicles, Tested to provide performance and long-life
reliability. Two-year unlimited mileage warranty, labor included and no commercial exceptions.
Skip to main content. Buy new:. FREE delivery: March 4 - 5. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by:
Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by.
Motorcraft HC Heater C Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Very Good. Sold by:
Amazon Warehouse. Minor cosmetic imperfection on top, front or sides of item. Item will come
in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26
Order within 3 hrs and 39 mins Details. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon
Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Motorcraft HC Heater Core. Brand: Motorcraft. Amazon's
Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the
other. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Spectra Hvac Heater
Core Dayco Heater Hose. Motorcraft KH Hose. Next page. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Gates Premium Modular Coolant Hose. Motorcraft DG Ignition Coil. Spectra Industrial
Heater Core Pro Source Heater Core. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your

search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal
Disclaimer replaced by HC See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Original one lasted 14 years. This
one lasted four. This is a pain in the butt job that I was hoping to never have to do again! It is so
nice to have heat again Installed this over a year ago, and what a job that was lol I will always be
on top of the coolant changes so I will never have to do that job again. But the heater core itself
has preformed wonderfully. I would suggest spending the money for Motorcraft, especially on a
job like this where the dash has to come out. I replaced the heater hoses and the blend door as
well while I was in there. Dont want to have to do the job again but if I had to I would go straight
for Motorcraft again in a heartbeat. One person found this helpful. My local auto Parts store
carries a lot of off brand stuff. I did my research and there are more dissatisfied customers with
the after market product then the satisfied ones. I knew if I did all of this labor to remove the
dash I did not want to do it again in six months, so I went with Motorcraft and the best price I
could find was on Amazon. Mine lasted a mere 9 months. VERY aggravated considering what a
bitch of a job it is to replace. Motorcraft of china, no doubt. Intentionally did NOT go with the
discounted ones so I'd never have to do this again. Crap products no matter what you buy. It
does appear to be a motor craft product would definitely recommend. Works in my f I have not
installed yet because mine did NOT come with the wrap around foam so clearly shown in the
picture. Does appear to be genuine Ford Motorcraft. Will have to contact Ford dealer to see
about buying foam separately, may return. See all reviews. Pages with relat
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